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High lines
"THE CREW," the student organized and operated service group which
helps people in the community clean,
mow and rebuilt, will continue to
serve this summer, says Ken Kyle,
leader of the group.
The Crew is working with several
other serviCe groups including the
White County Aging group to broaden
its base and do more.
"We're going to try to "look in to
more government agencies,'' says
Kyle. Contact Kyle for more
information.

~.

BIG D TV, the TV 19 television talk
show comedy, was not CANCELLED,
says Darren Bonham, host of the
show.
"The present rumor is that Big D
was cancelled from the TV 19 airwaves. This rumor is untrue," says
Bonham. "Big D TV completed the
taping of new episodes one month ago
for the purpose ()( wmding down the
season. It was by choice that Lydia
Clewell and I stopped the show at this
point in the year."
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STEPHANIE ELCHUCK and
BUBBA ALSUP received the honor of
Regina Spirit Award which is voted on
by the students on the basis of Christian leadership.

....

DELTA CHI DELTA is the newest
social club on campus, pending approval of its charter by Patty Barrett,
coordinator of social club activities.
Richard Shannon is the president of
the new club.
"We've started out with 11 guys and
we will do our best to participate in
everything next semester. We will be
in pledging activities," Shannon said.
Dr. William White, a community
physician, Dr. Morris Ellis, professor
of speech, and Greg Clayton, assistant
professor of art, a re the three sponsors of Delta Chi Delta.
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THE YEAR
IN
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Cheatham wins election in overtime
by

Angie Haley

Bison staff writer

In a stiff one-on-one competition, Craig
Cheatham pulled ahead to win the Student
Association Presidential race last week . In
overtime, Cheatham edged out his opponent,
Brian Mashburn, by a narrow margin,

DEMOLITION AND
CONSTRUCTION REPORT
WEST DORMITORY is going down
as the new dorm goes up just one
block down on Blakeney Street. The
dorm, located west of Keller dorm on
Park Street, has served both men and
women at different times. The facility has been used recently for storage.
The dorm site will be used initially for
parking space.
THE TEMPORARY LIBRARY IS
GETTING A NEW FLOOR. The Administration Auditorium, the site of
the temporary library while Beaumont undergoes renovation, is getting
a terraced floor to accommodate book
shelves on the slanted floor.
MOST OF THE MASONRY WORK
IS COMPLETE ON THE NEW
DORMITORY.
Renovation has begun in the student
center and will begin in the Heritage
in May for new office space for student affairs and other administrative
offices.
ELIZABETH WILSON, associate
professor of home economics and
chairperson of the Home Economics
Department, MIKE JAMES, assistant professor of communications,
and WINFRED WRIGHT, professor
of French and Italian and chairman
of the Foreign umguage Department,
are this year's I,'OOipients of lhe
Distinguished Teacher Awards, which
were presented yesWday in chapel.
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CRAIG CHEATHAM, senior advertising major from Montgomery, Ala.,
slam dunks on his nerf hoop goal, nearly shattering the backboard.
Cheatham takes the ball next year as the Student Association president after
winning a nail-biter run-off election, 450-409, over Brian Mashburn.
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After the head-to-head win, Cheatham
hustled into action to begin plans and
finalizations for the upcoming academic
year. "I've been recruiting committee
chairmen, discussing the new phone system
and planning SA telephone directories with
the HTS representatives," Cheatham said
"Dr. Barnes and I have also been discussing the calendar events for next year and going through Mark Moore's old files.' '
Cheatham also said he had Sara Gaston
busy with tetter writing.
Cheatham's ideas are not so radically different than last year's, but he is trying to do
everything bigger and more efficiently. He
also mentions that he "doesn't have to get
adjusted with working with Dr. Barnes and
Steven Beliech so he can kick right in."
As far as the change in plays for next year,
he will create a bigger activities calendar
to be more readable and visible. Cheatham
also hopes to get student telephone directories off the press and ready during the first
three weeks of the fall semester.
Cheatham encourages any suggestions
from students, faculty, and alumni. There
are several plans set up for the first of the
semester, but if anyone has any ideas, he encourages them.

(photo by Dave Reece)
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351 TO GRADUATE
Page 4
HARDING'S ECONOMIC TEAM
TOOK FIRST PLACE at a regional
competition in Memphis last
weekend, and will travel to Kansas City, Mo. May 13 for a convention of
economic teams from universities
nationwide.
The team of Ron Cook, Gabrielle
DeMatteis, Drew DeMatteis, Jim
Hull, Karen Norwood, Sheila Wood,
and Jason Pace, received the first
place trophy in Memphis for its
presentation of "Halt the Deficit."

SPORTS
Top 10 moments in sports
Top 10 club softball and scores
Tennis • Track • Baseball • Golf
Pages 9-11

PETIT JEAN YEARBOOKS CAN
BE PICKED UP IN in the Ganus
Building next door to the graphics lab
if you have not received your copy.

WEST DORMilORY COMES DOWN
as the new dorm goes up on Blaker.ey
Street. The old dorm will be torn down
and the site will be used initially for
parking Space.
(photo b~· Deve R• ·.e)
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EDITORIAL

Summer plans
Take God's personal letter with you this summer include playing
What's your first clue that summer vacation is nearing?
to ask why you go to a Christian college. Let your actions
and eating muffins
Is it the arrival of Spring Sing? Is it the students running
answer the question for them.
around campus with watery eyes and drippy noses? Is it
the crowning of a different queen-type at every chapel?
Or is it that time when teachers begin to cover the last
12 chapters of the textbook in four class periods?
Summer vacation means relaxation, hours of nothing
but sun or T.V., a horrible job you tolerate only because
three months is not that long, old friends from high school
and a chance to influence people to Christ.
What? Run that last one by me one more time. You heard
it right- a chance to share your spiritual year at Harding
with old and new friends.
Yes, the summer is a time for "me," but without the
deadlines of papers and the pressure of tests, it's time to
concentrate on other people. Basically, in this editorial,
I want to encourage every Harding student to do three
things this summer.
First, take some time with God's personal letter to you.
Pull together everything you picked up in Bible classes
during the school year, read and search. Don't let all those
theories and logical presentations of God's Word lie dormant in your brain. Put them to work in your everyday
life. That brings me to my second point.
Share what you know. As the writer of James says in
chapter two, verses 14, 17-20 and 26, faith, grown by
knowledge in the Spirit, is dead if it remains at that stage.
The knowledge picked up during the school year will never
help you or serve its purpose if it stays coiled up in your
brain cells. It becomes faith when a person opens his
mouth and goes about his daily life. Don't force people

Finally, take some time to set goals. I don't mean the
kind that say, "I will find a husband by pledge week" but
the kind that motivate you to feel worthy of wearing the
name "Christian." The kind that encourage you to take
a stand for your beliefs, the kind that push you toward
higher ambitions, not a part of this life.
Start with small ones - daily or weekly goals that you
can accomplish. The goal could be something like not
arguing with a brother or sister, going to church on
Wednesday nights, or staying away from parties that could
mean trouble. Then work up to goals that might take a
whole summer and lots of prayer to accomplish - controlling your temper, gossiping or lying.
Make a commitment to read your Bible through, starting this summer. I have a friend that committed with me,
last summer, to read the Bible through in a year. Unfortunately, I didn't stick with it. He's now in Amos and
James.
Make a commitment to lifelong change this summer and
picture yourself six months from now, a year from now.
Goals are important for motivation and help to prick the
conscience when they aren't met.
Overall, don't waste the entire summer in front of the
"Idiot Box" or at the pool. Integrate the faith you have
acquired at Harding in your daily living. Have a great
summer!
In Him,
Susan Arnette

- By Angela Haley
"What are you doing this summer?" someone asked me
when I was checking my box for dust bunnies. My answer
was simple.
"Well, I decided to go to Europe for a shopping trip,
then to Haiti to study overcrowding living conditions, and
then travel with a band of hippies across America, but I
decided to do something exciting instead. So, I'm going
to stay in Searcy and go to summer school." I lied. I'd
much rather spree in Italian and French boutiques. than
go to a St. Louis ballgame with Harding summer sChool
students. (No offense to Steven and Dr. Barnes.)
Despite my former bogus plans for the summer, there
are students who are planning similar situations. Since the
question, "What are you doing this summer?" is so
popular, I decided to ask to find out if anyone had better
plans than mine.
Two-year-old, Summer Peck says she's going to "play
and eat muffins." She has me beat.
Chet Moreland has a job everyone wants. ''I'm gonna
fish," he said with a grin.
Steven Loft said he's going to the Amazon River basin
to hunt anacondas with his great uncle. "We hunt them
bare handed," he said with eyes sparkling. "That's the
game of it." Somehow, I don't think he told me the truth.
"I'm going to be a phlebotomist," said Renate Selvidge.
"What's that?" With a smile, she answered, "I draw blood
from people." Yuuuk!
..

You hit water when you dig the wells deeper POEM We've dug a few wells this year.
Nearly 30 readers have written letters in response to articles and issues covered by our 60 staff writers, contibuting writers, guest writers, and editors.
And the debate has been hot.
Some of the wells we've dug this year have been painfully shallow, while others have struck the cool waters of
truth applied to life.
Thank you for stepping into the boat while we have
rowed in some rough and murky waters. Some of us got
wet now and again, but we kept rowing.
We are searching for the truth.
We've brought you everything from presidential elections to stories about how spoiled Americans are to our
opinion on the death penalty. And we appreciate your
responses.
So what if you don't agree with us on some "issues."

H.a.r.d.i.n.g

u.n.i-v-e.r.s.j.t.y
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We refuse to hold someone in contempt because he believes
differently from us. Disagreement is okay, as long as the
focus is not on the disagreement but on Christ.
Opinions will be opinions, forever. And there will always
be a million of them.
We like to think that we are only one 6-billionth of an
opinion on this earth.
Unity does not demand total homogenity. The closest
men to Jesus didn't come close to agreeing on everything,
but they agreed on one thing. The apostles agreed that
Jesus was the Christ, the Son of the living God, the Lord
of their lives.
The p<)wer of evil shifts our attention from what's most
important in life to what seems important.
Now the focus is on issues be it abortion, death penalty, raising minimum wage, instrumental music, the kind
of songbooks we use, the type of building we worship in,
how many cups out of which we drink the fruit of the vine,
our feelings about the Holy Spirit, the list continues, on
and on.
Reuel Lemmons, a well known Christian leader, said
the five major issues over which the church has split in
the 20th century have not been biblical ones.
Satan, then, has triumphed for now, if the issues cloud
the Word, if topics top the Lord.
What are we saying? We are saying that Satan wins when
we refuse to trash what we know is garbage.
The apostle Paul says it like this:
"But whatever was to my profit I now consider Joss for
the sake of Christ. What is more, I consider everything
a loss compared to the surpassing greatness of knowing
Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things.
I consider them rubbish, that I may gain Christ. Philippians 3:7-9 (NIV).
If there is one thing we want to leave with you in this
last newspaper, it is this:
That you may know Christ and the power of His rising and tht> fellowship of H is sufferings, becoming like
Him ;n Hi ~ ri!'Hth to vourself. <;O t hat you may attain
to ~ht rl's u ;r,~'~(\; <r. fr.;n, the Jt'ad. P~ l:i p p ;~'• l<' 3: :0-il.
{-;· .T.

By Mittie Parks

"What will you be?" I was asked as a child.
"A doctor, a lawyer, a teacher, perhaps?'
"An artist!" I would answer, as bold as could be.
"The master artist, that will be me."
As I grew, I studied every piece of art I could findModern to DaVinci, to find a style I could call mine.
It took hours upon hours, but I copied them allRibbons and plaques covered my wall.

Still not satisfied, I strove for fame.
After years of hard work, I won world-acclaim.
I thought I would travel and take some time,
You know, compare other's work to mine.
I saw marvelous marble statues, sculptures and painted
ceilings of all kindNone of which I felt were quite as good as mine.
Content with my findings, I decided to take a restFor I was convinced all the w.orld knew that I was the best.
As I topped the hill above the bridge, marking my last
stretch home,
I saw a painting beyond compare with any of my own .
The sparkling of the running river, the golden setting sunSaid in a loud silence that I had been outdone.
I stopped the car and sat looking for the longest whileAt the blue of the sky and the green of the trees.
I felt the wind on my face and heard the whisper of the
leaves.
·rh~
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Dr. Joe: He works best at helping others becom.e successful
by Dan Shill
Bison staff writer

Mention bow ties at Harding University
and the first person who comes to mind is
Dr. Joseph E. Pryor.
Pryor, affectionately known as "Dr. Joe,"
will be retiring this year after serving at
Harding for 45 years. Dr. Joe's involvement
with Harding goes back much further,
however. He enrolled in the elementary
school of Arkansas Christian College in Morrilton in 1923 at the age of five. By the end
of that year, he had been promoted to the
third grade. In the fall of 1933, young Pryor,
15 years old, enrolled as a freshman at Harding College, where his father taught history.
Dr. Joe graduated from Harding in 1937 with
degrees in mathematics and chemistry. He
earned the M.A. in mathematics and a Ph.D.
in physical chemistry from LSU, gaining the
distinction of being the first Harding
graduate to earn the doctorate d~gree. He
also had the highest academic record at
LSU for the years that he was there. Returning to Harding in 1944, Dr. Joe became the
chairman and sole instructor in the
chemistry department. Since then, he ahs
gone on to distinguish himself in many
areas. From 1945 to 1987, he was the sponsor of the Petit Jean, and has helped the
students on the staff to win numerous
awards, including several- nearly 30 now
-All-American ratings.
He also has worked with the basketball
team, driving a bus for the team and keeping score for the games. Dwight Smith tells
of the rush to get on Dr. Joe's bus each trip
because of the deep religious and
philosophical discussions they would get into. On one trip a student asked how he could
tell if he were going crazy. Dr. Joe, in his
wisdom, replied, "If you're worried about
it, you're probably not." Dr. Kenneth Davis,
former music department chairman,
remembers the faculty-student football
games in which he called Dr. Joe "a terror
in the field."
Dr. Joe's dedication to excellence can be
seen in his sponsorship of the Alpha Chi
Honors Fraternity. Although retired from
sponsorship of the Harding chapter since
1987, he continues to preside at induction
ceremonies both here and in other states.

·•

i

DR. JOE SHOWS OFF IDS JAW CAPACITY IN A "CHUBBY BUNNY" competition, using grapes. Dr. Joe and his wife taught at Harding University in
Florence in the fall of 1987 where this picture was taken. (photo by br. Richard Duke)
Many of Pryor's students have follOwed
memories he and his wife have of their exthe standards he has set. Several have gone
periences with him. Dr. Joe liked to tell
on to become prominent professors and leestories of his experiences to the students in
chapel at HUF, but he sometimes got carturers at universities all over the country.
Some have even enjoyed prominence in
ried away. Once he was particularly
engrossed in a story he was telling, so he
other countries as well. Dr. Joe seems at his
decided to extend chapel well into the next
best when helping others to achieve. One
good example of his concern for his students
class period. Since he taught that class, he
comes from Linda Minor Thompson. She
reasoned that he could keep telling his
stories. On a train trip through Europe, he
was planning to complete her degree by
transfer and correspondence after her busgot off the train at a station and almost
missed getting back on. Dr. Joe, in the style
band graduated in the spring of 1971, but it
of James Bond, ran after the moving train,
was discovered late in her last semester that
she lacked one hour meeting her degree rejumped onto the step and had to bang on the
door to be let in as the train left the station.
quirements. Dr. Joe took the time to review
her transcript, and discovered a way for her
Dr. Joe also participated in one of the
to get that last hour. If he hadn't stepped in,
group's "toga" parties and had a great time
she would not have been able to graduate.
playing games with the students. One of the
Other people have fond memories as well.
games, "Chubby Bunny," required speaking
Dr. Richard Duke, one of the faculty
with your mouth stuffed full of grapes.
Duke's favorite photo from the trip as of Dr.
members to accompany Dr. Joe and his wife
to Harding University in Florence (HUF) in
Joe standing there in the villa, in a toga, try1987, shared some of the special and funny
ing to talk with a huge mouthful of grapes.

br. Joe was sort of a grandfather figure
to the students over there, as well as to the
Duke children. Often on train trips, two of
the Duke kids would stay with Dr. Joe and
Bessie Mae since the sleeper compartments
only held four.
Duke's wife, Debbie, also had a special
memory to share. Due to a conflict in her
schedule, she didn't have a babysitter for her
four-year-old at the time she was to take
Calculus III under Dr. Joe. He insisted she
bring the child along to class.
Although Dr. Joe will be retiring from
teaching, don't be surprised to see him
around on campus for a while. He will continue to keep score for the basketball games
for another year, and he has applied to teach
at HUF again. He also plans to do some
pleasure traveling in the next few years.
Dr. Joe has been a truly special man at
Harding, and Kenneth Davis has called him
"one of the staunchest all-around supporters
of Christian education that Harding has
seen." To the students of Harding he says
"wake up and really see the opportunities
that are here for you." Thanks a lot, Dr. Joe,
for all your years of service. We will miss
you.

Special thanks is extended to all those who
have contributed their time and stories to
make this article possible.

THIS PicruRE OF DR. JOE HANGS
IN THE Heritage Lobby.
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Mr. Writer offers Congraduation' speech for sojourners

....

HELLO EVERYONE! IT'S THAT SADDEST OF SAD
SEASONS.
Mr. Writer can barely conjure up enough energy to write
this, his last article. Can you say "2:17 a.m."?
I knew you could. Sleep has simply lost its place as a
pnority in this last week of school. Oh well, Mr. Writer
has a long, miserable summer ahead for catching up on
sleep and responsibility.
Mr. Writer also realizes that there are some of you who
won't be returning to our beloved foothills next year due
to your completion of your requirements for a degree. To
that I say, "Congraduations." Let life begin. I would like
to offer my immense wisdom to any soul who wishes to
partake. I give you Mr. Writer's commencement address
1989.
I look out over your all and I can see each face. Smug
faces beaming with pride. Well, it's either pride or a deep
sense of relief like a little burden has been tapped off your
shoulders. Okay, okay - so it wasn't a little burden and
it wasn't on your shoulder. It was a Harley-Davidson peeling out on your back and then falling on top of you ... the
rider of which falls with it and lands boot-first on your face.
But hey! It wasn't all that bad, was it? At least they were
leather boots.
Now here we are at the crosshairs of your future. Down
one lock: Despair and confusion. Down the others: A big
pile of stinking raw cod. Where are you to look in such
discombobulating times as these? Well, since this is my

article, I'm the only person to which you're allowed to tum.
First of all we need to diffuse a few overblown "myths"
about the post-graduation experience.
Myth l. Every weekend is a potential road trip to
anywhere. Nothing but 45 hours to be spent as selfishly
as possible. (It would be 48 hours, but I expect each of
you to attend both morning and evening services at the
congregation of your choice.)
Fact 1. Weekends are two days too long. You'll begin
to take up new hobbies such as water pouring, channelswitching, and Sunday "power naps."
Myth 2. If I wake up late I can go to the doctor and
get a work excuse.
Fact 2. Three skips and you're dropped from the payroll.
Myth 3. I'm sure I'll meet my spouse after graduation.
Fact 3. Sure, it'll have to be after graduation, but only
upon returning to Searcy for your masters. And if not then,
maybe the assistant dean of men's position will be open.
Myth 4. Life on your own is great.
Fact 4. No, it isn't.
So, graduates, do you see what Mr. Writer is saying?
Whether we admit it or not, Searcy, in all of her backwards
glory, will be missed.
Now, Mr. Writer has some advice for you. Can you say
"unsolicited"? Very good. Let me just offer you the Dos
and Don'ts of the post-graduation experience:
Don't: Fall backwards the first time you sit at your new
desk.

by
Randy Williams
Do: Look around and look sincerely interested in
whatever you see.
Don't: Try to explain social clubs to ex-frat members.
Do: Try to convince yourself that you're not a yuppie.
Don't: Ever come back for Spring Sing.
Do: Limit your Searcy visits to the weekends when
"1964" is here.
Don't invest in aerosol futures.
Do: Send me $10 a week.
There are some other things, like amount of soap per
wash load, but I'm just not equipped to answer these questions. For the answers to the more technical questions, I
would suggest consulting owner's manual.
Finally, I want you to realize ,that your options are
basically limitless so don't stagnate yourself. Stagnating
yuppies aren't very hip. Just learn how to look bored. That
way everyone will wonder if you really like them. It's a
fun game I call "Insecurity Blanket."
Follow the yellow brick road, keep your feet in your
shoes and never let them see you sweat.
Later.
Psalm 40:1-2.
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Saturday,·
April 29

Sunday,
April 30

Monday,
May 1

Tuesday,
May 2

Truck: AIC Championship Finals
- Arkadelphia
-

Class

Clus
~~MWF 9:45-10:35 8:00-10 :30
TT 11:45-12:35 12:00-2:30
MWF11:45-12:35 2:40-5:10

a...

Exams start Monday so study!

One Week Away From

Worship Services
Study for finals
It is almost over!!!!!

.

··~

b-

!

Golf: AIC Round V-VI in Hot Springs Village
Tennis: NAtA District 17 Tournament in
Conway

Wednesday,
May 3

MWF10:45-11:35 8:00-10:30
12:00-2:30
TT 2:00-2:50
2:40-5:10
MWF 1:00-1 :50

.

Friday, April 28

Clas1
TT 10:45-11 :35
MWF 8:00-8:50
TT 3:00-3:50

Ex••
8:00-10:30
12:00-2 :30
2:40-5:10

Thursday,
May 4

' •

....

.r
....
•

Clnl

b•

TT 10:45-11 :35
TT 8:00-8:50
MWF 2:00-2:50

8:00-10:30
12:00-2:30
2:40-5:10

..

Friday,
May 5

Groduotion
Chapel will meet at 10:45 doily .

Clus
TT 9:45-10:35

Two-hour classes will schedule finals for the first hour and 40 minutes of
the test period. Finals in physical education activity classes and in
laboratory classes will normally be given at the lost meeting.

MWF 3:00-3:50
MWF 4:00-5:00

Eu.

•

8:00-10:30
12:00-2:30
2:40-5:10

Heritage to take on a new look
The American Heritage Center, built in
1965, will undergo major renovation of the
lobby, auditorium and tower sections (which
now hold dorm rooms), beginning May 15,
it was reported in the Harding University
Bulletin this month.
President David Burks said the reason for
the changes in the facility are to provide opportunity for Harding to expand its conference services and to make additional
space for administrative offices.
The cost of the project will be nearly $1
million and will include refurbishing of the
lobby with new carpet, furniture, ceilings,
doors, and front canopy.
The auditorium will be revised with
recovered seats, a new curtain, n~ lighting,
new carpet and top-grade video equipment.
Offices for public relations, development,
the vice president for finance and staff personnel will be housed on the second floor of
the Heritage where men's dorm rooms now
exist.
·
Student Affairs will move into the present
development office location.
The third and fourth levels of the tower
will house the conference center. The facility will be suitable for seminar groups with
conference rooms and office space as well
as a break room.

351 students
to get diploma
Saturday, May 6
by Tom Wood
Bison staff writer

Graduation day at Harding is only eight
days away.
Three hundred fifty-orie students have
filed for graduation with the registrar's office and many will cross the Benson
Auditorium stage May 6.
Commencement begins at 10 a.m. next
Saturday.
Dr. Joe Pryor, professor of Physical
Science and 45 year veteran of Harding as
academic dean, chairman of the Physical
Science Department, and advisor for
several clubs and organizations, will speak
to the candidates for graduation.
The Bison wishes these graduates the best
a nd we hope they have ga:ined experiences
which will help them sel the standard of
greatness so our colleagues of the future will
look to them as an example of how to walk
with Jesus in their lives.

"We will continue our present work in
church leadership, educational seminars,
business-related and citizenship-related programs,'' Burks said.
Alumni, parents and friends will be able
to use the 39 renovated hotel rooms on the
third and fourth floors of Heritage where
dorm rooms now exist.
The new men's dorm will satisfy the need
for dorm rooms after Heritage is changed
to exclude the men's dorm rooms.
Burks expects the project to be complete
by Nov. 1.

Have a Safe
and Healthy Summer
Good luck to Grads!

DICAL CENTER PHARMAC
Located In Searcy Medical Center
Boyce H. Arnett, PO
Class of '66

Do you know how many Bison newspapen
have been printed this year? 20 and you
can buy a bound volume for $2 next week
in the Student Center.
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There's a
101• discount
tn your
pocket.
It's the Taco Bell Most-ConvenientCoupon-Ever ... and it's· already in
your pocket. Your 1.0. Card.
When you stop by your local Taco
Bell, all you have to do IS:show your
current student or faculty 1.0. Card
and you'll receive a 10% discount.
Discount not available with-any other
special offer. It's that simple. What
a Deal!

n......""'
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TAC011ELL®
· 3307 East Race
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Harding's AMA places second in national competition
by
8 50Tom Wood
'

•
~
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Harding s chapter of the American
Marketing Association (AMA) placed second ~ the nation i~ .the a':l"ual AMA
!llarketing c~se competition which was held
m early Aprll at New Orl~ans, .La.
The team, madeupofl.ormBnstow, Joanna Walker, Cole Bennett, and Tom Wood,
prese~ted a marketi~g strategy, orally a!"d
m wntten form, which was a plan to mcrease participation in the 1990 c~nsus.
Seventy AMA ~hapters worldwide ~ompeted b:U~ only eight w~nt ~ the national
compehbon whe~e Hardmg s ~earn. I~J.an~ged ~ beat out. SIX ?f the umversi~Ies, mcluc;fing ~he Umversity ~f Ne~ Mexi~o ~~d
Califorma State: The Umverstty of Vrrgi~a
edged <?Ut Hardm~ by a very close margm,
according to the JUdges.
,

The following is a journal written by a
member of the team who also is a part of
The Bison newspaper staff.
we were not quite sure what to expect on
our trip to New Orleans for the American
Marketing Association's National Collegiate
Conference.
All we knew was that we were going to be
competing against the other seven schools
in the nation that were chosen from the 70
schools which entered the case competition.
Our topic was "increasing the participation rate for the United States census in
1990." It was a tough project.
There were seven students from Harding.
Only four competed. Lorin Bristow, Joanna Walker, Cole Bennett and myself rehearsed over and over on our oral presen-

tation but somehow it still didn't seem to
take the butterflies out of my stomach.
The next morning we gave our presentation, about 28 minutes long, and we were
quite pleased. The other seven schools .had
also given tbejr presentations tl)e same day.
Late that afternoon, the scores were totaled
and we had placed in the final four. That
meant we had to present our strategy again
the next day.
.
Th.e atmosphere among the hnal four
schools wa13 very Warm and supportive.
we were to compete against the University of Virginia, the University of New Mexico, and California Sta.te. We made a fe~
changes in our presentation and turned tt
in to the judges, and the next day everyone
seemed to be at their peak..
We all gave our presentations and took a

break. Tbe co_qtpetition was tough, although
Virginia ·seemed to be our only real rival.
The final sco.res were added up and V~a
came out an top- only by a small margm,
however.
The judges made it very clear that the
decision was a close call be~~een us and
Virginia. No one was ~omplaiDID~, though.
We are quite hap.py wtth second m the nation. All the other schools were three and
four times the ~ize of Harding:
The convention lasted until Saturday
night, April16 and ended with 11: real. blast.
Everyone, 1,650 students, parhed hll the
morning.
.
It is important to n~te lhaL Hardmg
students were ~e excephons. Se;veralof ~e
con":ention adVIsors noted the differe~ce tn
the lifestyles of our ~tudents. Th them, tt was
a breath of fresh air.

Sears residents pass up Kirby

.

by Angie Haley
Bison staff writer

A memorial hangs in Sears lobby, often
unnoticed. The television that sits beside it
is the center of attention, instead of the loving words marked in memory of a forgetme-not. It honors Janie Kirby, a former student of Harding, who was loved very much,
according to her friends. It reads:
JANIE KIRBY
1954-1973
In fond memory of Janie Kirby, an unselflsh young Christian
woman who spent her short life
scattering sunshine on those
around her.
Although she was young in
years, she was mature in her
faith and devotion to God.
Her vivacious spirit was a
• constant inspiration to both the
young and the old as sbe
aspired to pass on the loving of
Jesus while walking daily by
His side.
The impression she made on
those she served will long be
remembered, for seldom in life
does such a loving spirit touch

-.
·-(

us.

Like Janie, may we always
strive to, "Live pure, speak
truth, right wrong."

Many years after, few ~ple know the
story of Janie, but in the mmdsofthosewho
do, she is missed ;~Y Shock of the Social
Work Department was a close friend of
Janie's.
"I remember the incident well," said
Shock. "In December of 1973, Janie and her
brother, Randy were flying to see their
parents in Saudi Arabia. They had taken
their finals early, and left for Christmas
break."
The two arrived in Rome, where rioting
and terrorism had broken out. They were to
make a connection, but found their plane out
of commission because of technical difficulties. 'Fhe flight had been changed, and
the passengers were transferred to a different plane.' '
As preparations were being made for
departure, Randy left his seat next to Janie
to get a magazil'le.. As he neared the ~ck of
ijle plan~ an explosion threw him forward.
He was lm.ocked unconscious and woke up
outside the plane not knowing how he got
there.
"For the following 24 hours, Randy
searched for Janie, not knowing if sbe was
even alive," Shook said. 'Firsthe followed a
lead gi:ven to him by a man who saw a
young, dark haired girl running from the
plane in flam~. ~ndy searched morgues
and hospitals all night. Janie as finally iden(See

~

..

MEMBERS OF A PROPOSED NEW SOCIAL CLUB called Delta Chi Delta
Richard Shannon, president, Steve Martin and .Bart Roberts, vice presidents,
Oint Stapp, treasurer, Chuck Roe, secretary, John Folding, devotional director,
Alan Johnson, athletic director, Todd Cook and Art Markart, ICC reps, Jeff Bennett, historian, and Johnny Scott.

KIRBY, page 11)
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$20 off on Glasses or Contacts
With examination

Qood ~uck to
u\~~ 'Q!taduateg[

·1.
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Dr. Finis Bailey
Optometrist
268-1400

Bailey Vision Clinic
and Contact Lens Center
918 E. Race

Offer good with this ad only

AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE" U r----------------- -- -----~ Jacuzzi Suites
• Jacuzzi
• Cable TV
• Sauna
• Exercise Room
• Gift Shop
• Indoor/Outdoor Swimming Pool

3204 E. Race St., Searcy
(50J) 268-0654

Please call for reservations
·-===~c===~==~~===-
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Monday night
Is Harding night

·

Get a GREAT meal
at a GREAT pricel

BRING YOUR HARDING I.D. AND GET OUR FRESHTASTIKS FOOD BAR

$2.59 ONLY ON MONDAY NIGHTS
Students and Faculty with Harding I.D. get 10% discount on all food purchases.
CARRY OUT ORDERS WELCOME - 268:5777 - 3002 E. RACE
Sun.-Thur. 11:00 a.m.-9:00p.m.
Frt. & Sat. 11:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

I

1

• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·COUPON--------------·---.1
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SEARCY - OPEN: Wed. thru Sat. 4:00 p.m. til 9:00 p.m. - Sun. 11 a:m.-2 p.m.

* * * Harding
Student Special
10% discount with Harding I.D.

Ca'l".ish Bu••-=-'1"

* Catfish Fillets & Steaks
* Fried Shrimp
* Stuffed Crab

•
..

*

Becky's +~ Shop
OS*' ...... S.l 1115::10
2Y 1041

_

....... c-...~ •

D.ft~

S..q

All the Fixings

* Boiled Shrimp
* Fried Chicken
* Shrimp Gumbo
'

***

ALL YOU CAN EAT

* HOME MADE
*

Cinnamon Rolls
Dinner Rolls
Soft Server Ice Cream

$ 699

Banquet &. Party Facilities - Call lor Details

2 6 8 - 0 .. 9 4
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Reagan welcomed to
Little Rock by HU Band
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Fifty-seven Harding students put their hands to the task of raising funds for the Arkansas Children's Hospital .

Come see Mr. McDaniel at H.U.
Cleaners for a professional job
you con trust.

.·.

. ..... .,.'..

....

DRY CLEANERS
Need that suit or dress
cleaned for graduation~

~

..
'

.

[
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•
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·
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-:-

ATLANTIC OCEAN LIVING
""

Childcare or elderly noninfirmary care. Full-time
(NO SUMMER) five in positions available with
families in Boston area. Includes room and board,
insurance, automobile. $150 to $300/week. CAll
OR WRITE: The Helping Hand, 25 West Street,
Beverly Farms, Mass. 01915. 1-800-356-3422

FOR ALL YOUR DRY CLEANING NEEDS ..•

PRYOR'S
TYPING SERVICE

• c~

8U$1NE$S • RESUMES • LEGAL
SCHOOL • MANUSCRIPTS • PERSONAL

TO HARDING LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

Jackie Pryor
after 5:30 p.m.
268-5959

Mon.-Fri.

Rt. 3, Box 398
Bald Knob, Arkansas 72010

E. Park Ave.

7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
268-3979
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Petit Jean crolVllS nelV queen . .
by Lex Owens
Bison staff writer

Aven Humphries was crowned "Petit
Jean" Queen, Monday during chapel
Every men's club nominates one woman,
usually a club queen, and the student body
votes. The top three are the finalists. This
year, Aven Humphries, Kappa Sig's
representative. won the election. The other

Cheyne crowned
May Fete queen

two finalists were Cheryl Risner, Titans, and
Tammy Hollingsworth, Kappa Tau Omega.
The "Petit Jean" staff also dedicates the
yearbook to one faculty member. In October,
ballots were given to all seniors to vote on
their favorite teacher. Dr. Don England, a
faculty member in the Department of
Physical Science, was dedicatee.
' We'll Keep the Change' is this year's
theme. Sharon Bowles, Petit Jean editor,
said, "After looking at all the administrative
changes and the expansion and renovation
of buildings we decided to reflect the positive
aspects."

,

....

by Sheila Morrison
Bison staff w ri ter

AVEN HUMPHREYS, KAPPA SIGMA KAPPKS representative for Petit Jean
queen, was crowned queen Monday in chapel. Other nominees were Cheryl
Risner. from Titans, and Tami Hollingswerth, from Kappa Tau Omega.

Ju Go Ju social club held its annual
May Fete ceremony on the front lawn
Saturday.
Thirty-four keshmen girts
representing various women's social
clubs participated in the event. Also
present was a senior representative
from eaCh club escorted by a club
beau. Dean Butch Gardner crowned
Courtney Cheyne, senior present of Ju
Go Ju, May Fete Queen.
The origin of the May Day Festival
is unknown. Scholars do know that it
came from the "fertility rituals of
primitive societies that celebrated the
rebirth of life in early spring."

(photo by Bill Tripp)

MAY FETE COUIU- (back row from
left) Andy Thomas, Robert Chambers,
and Alan Mashburn, (front from left)
Courtney Cheyne, who was crowned
May Fete queen, Angie Whitlock, and
Savannah Morley. (photo by Michael Rodgers)

OF,THE
MONTH
ATHLETE

:-

TACO ~11ELL®
CRUISE SHIP JOBS
Now Hiring Men and Women.
Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will train). Excellent Pay
Plus World Travel. Hawaii,
Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc.
CALL NOW! (206) 736-7000
Ext. 123 J (call refundable)

TACO BELL SAWTES THE INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF THE MoNTH
~-

Randy Wood
1012

s.

Main Street

268-4333

.J

-L
3307 East Race

FREE DRINK REFILLS

K·MAC ENTERPRISES. INC.

•
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lSports SCope I
The frustrations
of being second
to the club's best
by Rick Butler
Bison staff writer

.-.

.

~

~

~

You know, being a B-team softball player
is kind of funny. Frustrating, but funny. Most
B-teamers are pretty good athletes and
could play A-team for some clubs, namely
small clubs, who have fewer members than
others. B-teamers wait and wait for their
chance in the limelight, "the show." Oh to
be an A-teamer."
Did you ever notice how club sports are
run like a baseball organization? Okay, the
big leaguers play A-team. The rest make up
the minor leagues, the farm system, the
bush leagues.
B-teamers all have something in common.
They're all frustrated that they're not good
enough to play higher but sure glad they're
not playing lower.
Wouldn't it be fun (and sad) if club
presidents and athletic directors could trade
members? Just think. Chi Sigs could trade
Clarence Cannon to any other club where he
could play A-team and get a good solid Ateamer in return. Or, Titans could trade
Trent Williamson and two of their 60 first
choices next year to Kappa Tau for the aging veteran AI Buchanan, thus adding a little life to Titans' lineup. Plus Titans would
get an excellent freethrow shooter in the
deal. Could you imagine Sub-T giving up all
purpose, .692 hitting Mike Allen'? They'd
have to ask for a couple of tough middle infielders and a pair of canoes to boot. Oh well,
it'll never happen ... I don't think~
If I had to pick one thing that is most
frustrating about the way club sports (softball) are run, it would be this: I enjoy watching a good game of softball as much as
or more than the next guy, but watching the
same "A" teams play three or four tournaments a semester gets old. But then, if I
was in "the show" I probably wouldn't feel
that way, huh?

Tracksters head
to nationals
by Rick Butler
Bison sports

,.
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Jimmy Sloan, a pole vaulter for the Bison
track team, and Melynda Cordry, a 3,000
meter runner for the Lady Bisons, qualified
for the NAIA National Track and Field
.
Championships in a meet here
Three other Bison and Lady Bison
tracksters had already qualified for the nationals, those being Letha Stewart in the
women's long jump, Cheryl Bednosky in the
women's marathon and Jon Murray in the
men's marathon .
The Lady Bisons won the women's division
by a margin of 25.5 points. They were led by
sprinter Sharon Coleman, the only multiple
winner in the meet. She won the 100 meter
dash and the 200 meters. Bednosky won the
1,500 meters Tina Bearden won the no
meter hurdles, Margaret Eoff took the 400
meters, and the relay teams placed first in
the 400 meters and the 1,600 meters.
For the Bisons, who took fourth in the
meet, Mark Thomas won the discus, Jon
Murray continued his winning ways in the
10,000 meters, Olester Bernard beat the field
in the shotput and Sloan won the pole vault.
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Sports
BISON TOP 10
Club Softball
by Rick Butler
B;son sports

Rank
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10

Team

Sub-T
Chi Sigs
Kappa Sigs
Knights
Theta Tau
Bucs
TNT
Kappa Tau
Alpha Tau
Sub-T "B"

Last Ranking
1
5
6

2
9
7
3
4
8

BISON ACE JOHN KODATI' RIFLES A PITCH at the AIC all-star game in
Little Rock early this week. Kodatt was clocked at 78 mph while pitching
in the game. Several Bison baseballers played in the game.

(pholo by Hernon Rivero))

Bison baseballers sweep up 4 of 6 and begin AIC action
by David VanBuskirk
Bison sports

The Harding Bison baseball team ended
its regular season AIC play, winning four of
the last six games and claiming the second
seed in the NAIA District 17 tournament.
The -Bisons split a doubleheader with
Ouachita Baptist University at Jerry Moore
Memorial Park last week.
John Kodatt had his closest call of the
season, relying on his teammates to keep his
unbeaten streak alive with an 11-7 victory in
the first game. Harding committed three errors in the first three innings. Kodatt allowed only four of the seven runs, keeping his
ERA below the 2.0 mark. The victory improved his record on the mound to 9-0.
The big men at the plate for Harding were
Scott Rose, Perry Parr, and Robert Cooper.
Rose and Cooper had solo home runs and
collected two hits apiece, while Parr drove
in four runs on a 3 for 4 performance at the
dish.
The Bisons' luck ran out in the second
game, as OBU closed the night with a 9-5
triumph.
Ouachita jumped out to a 4-0 lead after
four innings and held on for the win. Harding tied the game at five in the fifth inning, but OBU rallied for four runs in the sixth
and never looked back.
"Deja vu" described the twinbill against
Henderson State University, as the Bisons

won the first game 14-7, then lost the
nightcap 5-3.
All nine starters gathered hits, including
five by Dennis Mitchell, in the Bisons' victory. All together the Harding bats produced
15 base hits, making an easy win for pitcher
John Labus.
Mitchell opened the first inning with a
single, and he came in on Andy Kinser's triple. Larry Cheshier drove in Kinser on a
single, Scott Rose walked, and Cheshier
scored on a double by Robert Cooper. Gary
Barnes' sacrifice fly drove in Rose, and
Cooper scored on a Tom Hull single.
Mitchell also singled to open the second,
and he went to third when the HSU third
baseman mishandled a hot grounder by
Kinser. Cheshier drove Mitchell home on a
sacrifice fly.
In the third inning, Rose singled and stone
second, followed by a walk by Cooper. The
Reddies turned an unusual double play when
Barnes laid down a bunt, was thrown out at
first, and Rose was caught at home trying
to score from second base. Hull walked and
was replaced on the basepaths by Chris
Byrd. Daron umdon singled in Cooper and
Mitchell singled home Byrd.
Rose slugged a solo home run to open the
fourth. Cooper walked, stole second and
scored on Barnes' single to end the inning.
In the fifth, London walked and scored on
a Mitchell triple. Mitchell scored on Perry
Parr's single.

The bats were not as kind in the second
game, as Harding collected only three hits.
HSU starter Wimberly gave up all three
runs early, but came back strong, allowing
the Bisons no hits or runs in the final four
innings.
The Bisons swept both games against
league leading Southern Arkansas University to clsoe the regular season.
David DePew picked up his sixth win of
the season with a 2-1 victory in the first
game. Bryan Ellsworth claimed the victory
on the mound in the second game, as Harding outscored SAU 7-4.
The sweep of SAU insured the second seed
in the District 17 tournament which began
play yesterday. Harding opened play against
OBU yesterday, but game results were not
concluded by press deadlines.

Track teams
finish third
by Rick Butler
Biso n sports

The Bison and Lady Bison track teams
both finished third in the University of Central Arkansas Invitational Track and Field
Meet Thursday in Conway.
For the men, Olester Bernard was the only
Bison to take a first place, winning the shot
put with a distance of 51'1". Terry Albright
finished second in the shot with a throw of
49'. Chris Hobby took third in the 440 dash
and Barry Bowens long jumped 20'11" to
place third.
Letha Stewart and Margaret Eoff t\Xlk the
only blue ribbons for the Lady Bisons.
Stewart won the long jump and Eoff won the
880 yard run with a time of 2:22.9.

Tennis squad drops
first AIC match
by Rick Butler
Bi ~on

sports

The Bison tennis team dropped their first
conference match to SAU last Thursday in
Magnolia 6-3. The team lost the first five
matches before Gregg Barden won in
number six singles. The doubles teams of
Enrique Vallero/Ruy Martinez and Todd
Gilliam/Leonardo Bravo were responsible
for the other two Bison victories.
Tuesday, the team defeated Her,drix College 9-9. The NAIA Dislricll7 Tournament
be_gins today and will Hnish-Wmorrow in
Gilhway.
... .- , ~?-..'
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1988-89: Best Moments in Sports
by Rick Butler
Sison sports

Voted on by our sports staff, here are the
ten biggest newsmakers in the Harding
sportsworld this year :

10. Kappa Tau's 22-game win streak was
snapped early this spring by middle
club nemesis Chi Sigs.
(

9. For the first time ever, a female appeared in the final shootout of the S.A. 's
3-point contest. Jill Smiley, a senior
from Houston, sank seven shots and
finished only two shots behind the
leaders.
8. Sub-T defeats Titans in overtime of the
Big Club " A" team football championship. Gary Moody boots the winning
field goal for the Subbers.
7. Stephen Alexander wins the S.A. dunk
contest and then relinquishes the crown
to Dean Butch Gardner in a dunk-off.
6. Fifty-six volunteers from six different
clubs on campus play ten hours of

volleyball to raise money for the
Arkansas Children's Hospital.
5. Sub-T does it to Titans once again, this
time in basketball. Robert Cooper and
Brian Goff each hit game-winning shots
in Big Club finals.
4. John Kodatt goes !Hl on the mound for
the Bisons' baseball team. Hope he
keeps it perfect!
3. The basketball bisons nearly pull an
upset in a packed Rhodes Memorial
Fieldhouse. Yes, the doors were opened for the Bisons in 1988.
2. The 12th Man was added to the football
Bisons this year. Each men's social
club was represented in a tryout for the
Bison kickoff team in an effort to boost
the football spirit.
1. Four clubs, Sub-T, Titans, Theta Tau,

and Bucs were dropped from the
Potluck basketball tournament when
their programs were found to be
unclean.

,

AlOSfAFF is the largest temporary

.
....

staffmg service in Arkansas. Let us
put your experience to work.

SOME OF THE JOBS WE FILL ON A REGULAR BASIS:
OFFICE PERSONNEL

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
SKILLED

Accounting Clerks
Bookkeepers
Clerk Typists
Data Entry Computer
Operators
E xecutive Secretaries
General Secretaries
Legal Secretaries
Medical Secretaries
Medical Transcriptionists
Secretaries with Shorthand

Assembly
Forklift Operators
Machine Operators
Welders
Ins~tors

Mamtenance
GENERAL
Loading/Unloading
Warehouse
PackinE
Light Factory, Etc.

Golf team finishes fourth in round four
by David VanBuskirk
Bison spo rts

The Harding University golf team finished
fourth place in round four of AIC competition at Maumelle Country Club in North Little Rock.
Henderson State continued to extend their
lead in the conference race by firing a team
score of 307. Arkansas Tech followed with a
team score of 320, Hendrix College with 334,
Harding with 335, Ouachita Baptist with 336,
Central Arkansas with 339, Southern Arkan-

sas with 343, University of Ozarks with 371
and Arkansas College with 387.
Matt Patton l~d Harding with a round of
79, capturing sixth place in the individual
competition. Other Bison scores were Dave
Converse, 82; Robert Master, 86; Chris
Brewer, 88 ; Todd Rhinehart, 93.
The AIC competition concludes play with
rounds five and six starting tQday and ending tomorrow at Hot Springs Village. The
two rounds will also count as the NAIA
District 17 tournament.

IL uao~ lJJ dlfil:

BAINES
CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

Comics And Collectables•..

Dr. John W. Baines
Dr. Larry Roth

609 E. Raa Searcy, Arkaasu 7214J
(501) l68. 0469
Marvel,

DC,

Specializing In Spine
'And Nerve R-ehabilitation
Hours By Appointment

Independent,
Role Playing Gomoo,

Posten,
Sports Cards, T-Shirts,

fit ., ftc., ftc.

268-4101
303 E. Center - Searcy

NEW COMICS

EVERY MONDAY

"'
Mr. Klean
Laundry Center
811 S. Main #D
Next to Tom's Place

EXTENDED THRU MAY 1989

1989
April Special

_. _ ~ ~ before qualifying. Pro;taff
<' _
• ~~ only use; the best qualified
ro~ ~ 1
individuals for our jobs.
j
··· ~
r~~ -=~.§.
~:t
.... -

~

+

..

-

- .
·

--T'"' J ... _

* Our Service Coordinator calls qualified
temporaries for jobs available. The
temporary is given the detail~ on the wor
and then the temporary decides whethflr
to take that eartiCular job or not. If t e
temporary ta es the job, they are paid on a
weekly basis for the hours they work. If
they decline that job, the service
coordinator will call again, when they feel
they have a job the temporary would be
better suited for.
• Permanent work or full
time work cannot be t
,.,- ·•
guaranteed, but we do hf''"' ~~,~
continually strive for more f-:i ..,..._~· ·
work to keep our temps as l ,._ .. ~i~~~
busy as they wish to be.
.;r;l-7 ~ .
·
I

*EARN EXTRA MONEY

1

J.r: <If:.

while working for Prostaff. ~ ,
Call 279-2955 or come by ·
811 South Main, 8 A.M. to 5
P.M .. Monday - Friday.

-

I

The only air-conditioned
laundry center in Searcy

FREE INFORMALS OR
THANK YOU NOTES

• Home for the summer or
on ~reak? Contact our other !LJ~t= e~~..J
off1ces for work.
'

to match the quantity of Masterpiece
Wedding Invitations Ordered
M1\S'fl!:l{lo?l~eK

STl'D10£,

7 DAYS A WEEK

6:00a.m. - Midnite

10% Discount on Wedding Orders
with Harding 1.0.

HARDING PRESS
300 S. Remington, Searcy, AR 72143
Phone 268-8431

Temporary Systems
2024 Arkansas Valley Drive, Suite 1704
Little Rock, Arkansas 72212
(501) 225·5050
lt28 MacArthur Drive
Conway, Arkansas 72032
(501) 327·9100
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10-foot arch yanks away 'Classic' lull
Sub-T 12, TNT 2
Kappa Sigs 8, Kappa Thu 7
Chi Sigs 15, King's Men 6
Beta Phi 14, Galaxy 11

by Rick Butler
Bison sports

It was like bringing the three point shot
into club basketball last year. It was great!
A ten foot arch limit and no walks! It certainly put a strange twist in the Eskimo
Classic this year. But in the end it was great
for the crowds and the players seemed to enjoy it also. At one point in the tournament
Knights hit about 15 straight pitches! Thlk
about taking the lull out of the game. Here's
how the games went:

Second Round
Sub-T 18, Beta Phi 0
Theta Thu 8, Alpha Thu 3
Kappa Sigs 10, Bucs 7
Chi Sigs , Knights
Semifinals
Sub-T 16, Theta Thu 0
Chi Sigs 8, Kappa Sigs 7
Finals
Chi Sigs 13, Sub-T 8

l<'irst Round
Theta Thu 8, Lambdas 0
Alpha Thu 11, AGO 3
Knights 17, Sig Thu 8
Bucs 17, Titans 16

Kirby...

(continued from page 5)
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tified by dental records the following day.
The next morning, the news came back to
Harding about the accident and Janie's aeal:h
"Grief and shock set in all over campus,"
explained Shock. "Janie was loved very
much." A memorial service was held in her
honor on campus and a few friends who lived
nearby attended her funeral held in Little
Rock over Christmas break.
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And now, years later, her picture hangs in
Sears lobby. Next to it are the words carefully chosen by four friends that loved Janie.
Mary Shock was one. She and three others
wrote the inscription in dedication and the
plaque was donated by GATA, Janie's social
club.
"Janie was beautiful and had lots of
friends," Shock says. "Her most striking
feature was her eyes. They were kind and
compassionate.''
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And now, each time I pass her picture,
mine and Janie's eyes meet, and I dream of
what it would be like to have known her.
There's never a day that goes by that I
walk through Sears lobby, and not notice
Janie and think of her. Many people walk by
and never meet eyes with Janie. They sit and
watch television, never noticing her in their
presence. But my eyes meet hers, and now
yours can too.

MONTE COX, visiting IIUSSJOnary;
turns away from the camera but his
daughter, Sara, looks back . Cox and
his family plan to return to Kenya,
Africa in Tune.
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J['s nm !\ urpri~ i ng that ..;o many sLuuem:- mm ·l' '' ith Ryder:
We've gor "\Wrd~ . dependable u·uck~ i n all !-. i t.e~. .\I~U'l) :11"t:: mitt )lll: ll ic.::.. \\'ith
power sreering, air condition ing, and nt on tt )j1 of rh~ A~ I Plu s. l~yder c: 111
help out "tYilh boxe,..;, hand truck.\ even mu,·i ng tip.-..
And \ve·re ea:-.y on the wallel. roo
For rates and information calll-800-492-0011. For neighborhood dealer, see your Yellow Pages.

So call Ryder. Because \\·hile college
out of it can be .
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not al\\·ays be a breeze. getting
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ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1989.
The Air Force has a special program for 1989 BSNs. If selected,
you con enter active duty soon
after graduation-without woihng
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualify. you musl'hove an overall
2.75 GPA. After commissioning,
you'll attend a five-month intern~
ship ot o major Air Force medical
facility. lfs an excellent way to prepore for the wide range of experiences you'll have serving your
country as on Air Force nurse otllcec For more Information, call
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CAPT SHARON PRIVETT
STATION TO STATION COLLECT
501-985-2311
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This coupon good for either SIO off a local rentaL or

S2~

No expiration d!te. One coupon per rental.

RYDER

·we're there at everv turn".,

off a I· way rental.
I
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ITZA HERE
TRY OUR NEW
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IZZA!
For a ••finals'' snack
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